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1. Introduction

Over the last two decades we have seen phenomenal progress in our observational understanding of the Universe.

It was in the early 90s that the first image of the fluctuation of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) was

obtained by the COBE satellite. It was around the same time that the first survey of galaxies was carried out by the

CfA. Twenty years later we have had our knowledge of the cosmos revolutionised by the outstanding data collected

by two galaxy surveys: 2dF and SDSS and by two CMB satellites WMAP & Planck, which have provided both full

sky temperature and polarization measurements of the CMB. In fact, Planck has already obtained all information

in the temperature power spectrum that is available in the scale (cosmic variance limited) at angular scales larger

than 5’. While these datasets have had a profound impact on our understanding of the cosmos, they also provide

an invaluable tool to extract information about fundamental physics. The future is even brighter, because there

are current and future cosmological experiments planned to map out the whole sky at all wavelengths. Further,

the promise of detecting gravitational waves should be realised during this decade with advanced ground-based

observatories like LIGO, and therefore a new window will open at mapping the Universe. In this talk, I will give

a (presenter biased) view of some insights into fundamental physics that have been obtained using cosmological
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Beyond the Standard Model of Physics with Astronomical Observations

observations. Namely: constraints on dark energy, neutrino masses and hierarchy and beyond the standard model

physics. Most of the material shown here has been presented elsewhere in many of my own referred publications,

but is presented here coherently to give a panchromatic view of how to shed light on beyond the standard model

physics with cosmology.

2. Dark energy

Direct supernova measurements of the deceleration parameter [1], as well as indirect measurements based upon

a combination of results from the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [2], large-scale structure (LSS) [3, 4],

and the Hubble constant [5] indicate that the expansion is accelerating. This suggests either that gravity on the

largest scales is described by some theory other than general relativity and/or that the Universe is filled with

some sort of negative-pressure “dark energy” that drives the accelerated expansion [6]; either way, it requires new

physics beyond general relativity and the standard model of particle physics. These observations have garnered

considerable theoretical attention as well as observational and experimental efforts to learn more about the new

physics coming into play.

The simplest possibility is to extend Einstein’s equation with a cosmological constant, or equivalently, to hypoth-

esize a fluid with an equation-of-state parameter w ≡ p/ρ = −1 (with p and ρ the pressure and energy density,

respectively). However, it may well be that the cosmological “constant” actually evolves with time, in which case

w 6= −1, and there are a variety of theoretical reasons [7] to believe that this is the case. Precise measurement of

w(z) (with, in general, a parameterized redshift dependence) or, equivalently, the cosmic expansion history, has

thus become a central goal of physical cosmology [8, 10].

Among the techniques to determine the cosmic expansion history are supernova searches, baryon acoustic oscil-

lations (BAO) [11, 12, 14, 15], weak lensing [17], and galaxy clusters [16]. These techniques all have different

strengths, and they all also suffer from a different set of weaknesses. As argued in the ESO/ESA and Dark Energy

BC03 models MaStro models

z H(z) σstat σsyst σtot % error H(z) σstat σsyst σtot % error

0.1791 75 3.8 0.5 4 5% 81 4.1 2.5 5 6%

0.1993 75 4.9 0.6 5 7% 81 5.2 2.6 6 7%

0.3519 83 13 4.8 14 17% 88 13.9 7.9 16 18%

0.5929 104 11.6 4.5 13 12% 110 12.3 7.5 15 13%

0.6797 92 6.4 4.3 8 9% 98 6.8 7.1 10 11%

0.7812 105 9.4 6.1 12 12% 88 8 7.4 11 13%

0.8754 125 15.3 6 17 13% 124 14.3 8.7 17 14%

1.037 154 13.6 14.9 20 13% 113 10.1 11.7 15 14%

Table 1. H(z) measurements (in units of [km s−1Mpc−1]) and their errors; the columns in the middle report the relative con-
tribution of statistical and systematic errors, and the last ones the total error (estimated by summing in quadrature
σstat and σsyst). These values have been estimated respectively with BC03 and MaStro stellar population synthesis
models. This dataset can be downloaded at the address http://www.astronomia.unibo.it/Astronomia/Ricerca/ Pro-
getti+e+attivita/cosmic chronometers.htm (alternatively http://start.at/cosmicchronometers).
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Figure I. The H(z) measurement from a sample of passively evolving galaxies. The points at z > 1 are taken from Ref. [33],
while the point at z = 0 is from the Hubble Key Project [5]. The solid line is the ΛCDM model.

Task Force reports [8, 10], robust conclusions about the cosmic expansion history will likely require several avenues

to allow for cross checks. There may also still be room for other ideas for determining the expansion history.

A common weakness of supernova searches, BAO (at least the angular clustering), weak lensing, and cluster-based

measurements is that they rely largely on integrated quantities. For example supernovae probe the luminosity

distance,

dL(z) = (1 + z)

∫ 0

z

(1 + z′)
dt

dz′
dz′. (1)
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Figure II. The effective potential of accelerated expansion U(q) in units of the critical density ρcrit as function of the displacement
of the field q in Mp units. Different tracks are plotted for values with 68% confidence (dark blue lines) and 95%
confidence (light blue lines). The best-fit model is shown as a solid red line, which is better described physically as a
pseudo-Goldstone boson. The trajectories correspond to how much the field has moved in the full redshift range of the
observational data (0 < z < 1.1). Note that the potential is very flat at the few 6% level and that for many models
the field displacement is very small. The data strongly favor a flat potential.

The other probes rely on similar quantities, which depend on an integral of the expansion history, to determine

the expansion history, rather than the expansion history itself. The purpose of the differential-age technique [18]

is to circumvent this limitation by measuring directly the integrand, dt/dz, or in other words, the change in the

age of the Universe as a function of redshift. This can be achieved by measuring ages of galaxies with respect to a

fiducial model, thus circumventing the need to compute absolute ages. From Galactic globular clusters age-dating

we know that relative ages are much more accurately determined than absolute ages (e.g., Refs. [19–21]). A

preliminary analysis, with archival data, has already been carried out [22, 23], and the results applied to constrain

dark-energy theories (e.g., Refs. [24]).

The challenge with the differential-age measurement is to find a population of standard clocks and accurately

date them. There is now growing observational evidence that the most massive galaxies contain the oldest stellar

populations up to redshifts of z ∼ 1 − 2 [25–29]. Refs. [28] and [30] have shown that the most massive galaxies

have less than 1% of their present stellar mass formed at z < 1. Ref. [29] shows that star formation in massive
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systems in high-density regions — i.e., galaxy clusters — ceased by redshift z ∼ 3 and Ref. [31] shows that massive

systems, those with stellar masses > 5 × 1011 M�, have finished their star-formation activity by z ∼ 2. There

is thus considerable empirical evidence for a population of galaxies, harboured in the highest-density regions of

galaxy clusters, that has formed its stellar population at high redshift, z > 2, and that since that time this

population has been evolving passively, without further episodes of star formation. These galaxies trace the “red

envelope,” and are the oldest objects in the Universe at every redshift. The differential ages of these galaxies

should thus be a good indicator for the rate of change of the age of the Universe as a function of redshift.

The most recent measurements of the expansion history obtained from the ages of passively-evolving galaxies in

galaxy clusters at z < 2.0 have been reported by [32–34] (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). Such observations provide a

promising new cosmological constraint, particularly for understanding the evolution of the dark-energy density

(Fig. II). The current measurements already provide valuable constraints [35–37], and the success of this effort

should motivate further measurements along these lines as well as a more intensive investigation of the theoretical

underpinnings of the calculations and the associated uncertainties. Further, there has been significant advance-

ment in the last few years in modelling stellar populations of LRG galaxies and the differential technique has

been recently applied very successfully to determine the metallicity of LRGs.

The main highlight is that the expansion history of the Universe is consistent with that predicted by a flat potential,

i.e. a cosmological constant. The data do not require extra parameters beyond a constant term in the Lagrangian

to explain the current accelerated expansion. Further, deviations in the potential from a constant are constrained

to be below 6%. Observational constraints allow the parameters describing the Lagrangian to vary only within

certain limits; the relative range of the allowed variation of the parameters confirms a well defined hierarchy where

the linear and quadratic terms dominate over higher-order terms, justifying the basic assumption of the effective

theory approach. Observational constraints also give some indications of the relevant energy scales involved.

Because a direct determination of a Lagrangian allows us to determine the underlying symmetries in the theory,

our results can be used to shed light on this as well.

Additional effort on both the theoretical and observational side may ultimately promote the differential-age tech-

nique as an important new dark-energy avenue which complements supernova searches, weak lensing, baryon

acoustic oscillations, and cluster abundances. The differential-age technique can potentially provide model in-

dependent measurements of the expansion history of the universe at the % level [38–41]. Also, absolute ages of

stellar ages have proven very valuable to establish possible deviations from the LCDM model [42, 43]

3. Measuring the neutrino mass and its hierarchy

In the past decade, there has been great progress in neutrino physics. It has been shown that atmospheric neutrinos

exhibit a large up-down asymmetry in the SuperKamiokande (SK) experiment. This was the first significant

evidence for a finite neutrino mass [44] and hence the incompleteness of the Standard Model of particle physics.
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Accelerator experiments [45, 46] have confirmed this evidence and improved the determination of the neutrino

mass splitting required to explain the observations. The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment has

shown that the solar neutrinos change their flavors from the electron type to other active types (muon and

tau neutrinos)[47]. Finally, the KamLAND reactor anti-neutrino oscillation experiments reported a significant

deficit in reactor anti-neutrino flux over approximately 180 km of propagation [48]. Combining results from

the pioneering Homestake experiment [49] and Gallium-based experiments [50], the decades-long solar neutrino

problem [51] has been solved by the electron neutrinos produced at Sun’s core propagating adiabatically to a

heavier mass eigenstate due to the matter effect [52].

As a summary, two hierarchical neutrino mass splittings and two large mixing angles have been measured, while

only a bound on a third mixing angle has been established. Furthermore the standard model has three neutrinos

and the motivation for considering deviations from the standard model in the form of extra neutrino species has

now disappeared [54, 55].

New neutrino experiments aim to determine the remaining parameters of the neutrino mass matrix and the nature

of the neutrino mass. Meanwhile, relic neutrinos produced in the early universe are hardly detectable by weak

interactions but new cosmological probes offer the opportunity to detect relic neutrinos and determine neutrino

mass parameters.

It is very relevant that the maximal mixing of the solar mixing angle is excluded at a high significance. The

exclusion of the maximal mixing by SNO [47] has an important impact on a deep question in neutrino physics:

“are neutrinos their own anti-particle?”. If the answer is yes, then neutrinos are Majorana fermions; if not, they

are Dirac. If neutrinos and anti-neutrinos are identical, there could have been a process in the Early Universe that

affected the balance between particles and anti-particles, leading to the matter anti-matter asymmetry we need

to exist [56]. This question can, in principle, be resolved if neutrinoless double beta decay is observed. Because

such a phenomenon will violate the lepton number by two units, it cannot be caused if the neutrino is different

from the anti-neutrino (see [53] and references therein). Many experimental proposals exist that will increase the

sensitivity to such a phenomenon dramatically over the next ten years (e.g., [57] and references therein).

The crucial question cosmology can address is if a negative result from such experiments can lead to a definitive

statement about the nature of neutrinos. Within three generations of neutrinos, and given all neutrino oscillation

data, there are three possible mass spectra: a) degenerate, with mass splitting smaller than the neutrino masses,

and two non-degenerate cases, b) normal hierarchy, with the larger mass splitting between the two more massive

neutrinos and c) inverted hierarchy, with the smaller spitting between the two higher mass neutrinos. For the

inverted hierarchy, a lower bound can be derived on the effective neutrino mass [53]. The bound for the degenerate

spectrum is stronger than for inverted hierarchy. Unfortunately, for the normal hierarchy, one cannot obtain a

similar rigorous lower limit.

Neutrino oscillation data have measured the neutrino squared mass differences, which are hierarchical. Given the

smallness of neutrino masses and the hierarchy in mass splittings, we can characterize the impact of neutrino
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Figure III. Left: constraints from neutrino oscillations and from cosmology in the m-Σ plane. Right: constraints from neutrino
oscillations (shaded regions) and from cosmology in the Σ-∆ plane. In this parameterization the sign of ∆ specifies
the hierarchy.

masses on cosmological observables and in particular on the the matter power spectrum by two parameters: the

total mass Σ and the ratio of the largest mass splitting to the total mass, ∆. One can safely neglect the impact

of the solar mass splitting in cosmology. In this approach, two masses characterize the neutrino mass spectrum,

the lightest one, m, and the heaviest one, M .

Neutrino oscillation data are unable to resolve whether the mass spectrum consists in two light states with mass

m and a heavy one with mass M , named normal hierarchy (NH) or two heavy states with mass M and a light

one with mass m, named inverted hierarchy (IH). Near future neutrino oscillation data may resolve the neutrino

mass hierarchy if one of the still unknown parameters that relates flavor with mass states is not too small. On

the contrary, if that mixing angle is too small, oscillation data may be unable to solve this issue. Analogously, a

total neutrino mass determination from cosmology will be able to determine the hierarchy only if the underlying

model is normal hierarchy and Σ < 0.1 eV (see e.g., Fig III). If neutrinos exist in either an inverted hierarchy

or are denegerate, (and if the neutrinoless double beta decay signal is not seen within the bounds determined by

neutrino oscillation data), then the three light neutrino mass eigenstates (only) will be found to be Dirac particles.

Massive neutrinos affect cosmological observations in a variety of different ways. For example, cosmic microwave

background (CMB) data alone constrain the total neutrino mass Σ < 1.3 eV at the 95% confidence level [58].

Neutrinos with mass < 1eV become non-relativistic after the epoch of recombination probed by the CMB, thus

massive neutrinos alter matter-radiation equality for a fixed Ωmh
2. After neutrinos become non-relativistic, their

free streaming damps the small-scale power and modifies the shape of the matter power spectrum below the free-

streaming length. Combining large-scale structure and CMB data, at present the sum of masses is constrained

to be Σ < 0.3 eV [59]. Forthcoming large-scale structure data promise to determine the small-scale (0.1 < k < 1

h/Mpc) matter power spectrum exquisitely well and to yield errors on Σ well below 0.1 eV (e.g., [60–62]).
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The effect of neutrino mass on the CMB is related to the physical density of neutrinos, and therefore the mass

difference between eigenstates can be neglected. However individual neutrino masses can have an effect on the

large-scale shape of the matter power spectrum. In fact, neutrinos of different masses have different transition

redshifts from relativistic to non-relativistic behavior, and their individual masses and their mass splitting change

the details of the radiation-domination to matter-domination regime. As a result the detailed shape of the matter

power spectrum on scales k ∼ 0.01 h/Mpc is affected. In principle therefore a precise measurement of the matter

power spectrum shape can give information on both the sum of the masses and individual masses (and thus the

hierarchy), even if the second effect is much smaller than the first.

We define the relation between the neutrino masses m and M and the parameters Σ and ∆ as

NH : Σ = 2m+M ∆ = (M −m)/Σ (2)

IH : Σ = m+ 2M ∆ = (m−M)/Σ (3)

(recall that m denotes the lightest neutrino mass and M the heaviest).

In Fig III we show the current constraints on neutrino mass properties in the m-∆ and Σ-∆ planes. While

many different parameterizations have been proposed in the literature to account for neutrino mass splitting in

a cosmological context [63, 65, 66] here we advocate using the ∆ parameterization for the following reasons. ∆

changes continuously through normal, degenerate and inverted hierarchies; ∆ is positive for NH and negative for

IH. Finally, see Ref.[64], cosmological data are sensitive to ∆ in an easily understood way through the largest

mass splitting (i.e., the absolute value of ∆), while the direction of the splitting (the sign of ∆) introduces a

sub-dominant correction to the main effect. This parameterisation is strictly only applicable for Σ > 0, but

oscillations experiments already set Σ > M > 0.05eV.

It is important to note that not the entire parameter space in the Σ-∆ plane (or of any other parameterization

of the hierarchy used in the literature) is allowed by particle physics constraints and should be explored: only

the regions around the normal and inverted hierarchies allowed by neutrino oscillation experiments should be

considered (see Fig III).

To gain a physical intuition on the effect of neutrino properties on cosmological observables, such as the shape

of the matter power spectrum, it is useful to adopt the following analytical approximation, as described in Ref.

[65]. The matter power spectrum can be written as:

k3P (k; z)

2π2
= ∆2

R
2k2

5H2
0 Ω2

m

D2
ν(k, z)T 2(k)

(
k

k0

)(ns−1)

, (4)

where ∆2
R is the primordial amplitude of the fluctuations, ns is the primordial power spectrum spectral slope, T (k)

denotes the matter transfer function and Dν(k, z) is the scale-dependent linear growth function, which encloses

the dependence of P (k) on non-relativistic neutrino species.
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Figure IV. LSS (left) and Weak Lensing (right) forecasts for neutrino mass parameters Σ and ∆. We assume the LSS survey
consists of a comoving volume of 600 Gpc3 at z = 2 and 2000 Gpc3 at z = 5. The Weak Lensing survey covers 40,000
sq. deg. with a median redshift of 3.0 and a number density of 150 galaxies per square arcminute. Several fiducial
models (Σ,∆) were used to derive by Fisher matrix approach the expected errors. The upper panel shows the 1-σ
errors on ∆ and Σ, the errors in Σ are so small that are barely visible. The lower panel shows the expected evidence
ratio between the normal and inverted constraints as a function of neutrino mass. The dashed line shows the lnB = 1
level: in Jeffrey’s scale lnB < 1 is ‘inconclusive’ evidence, and 1 < lnB < 2.5 corresponds to ‘substantial’ evidence.

Each of the three neutrinos contributes to the neutrino mass fraction fν,i where i runs from 1 to 3,

fν,i =
Ων,i
Ωm

= 0.05
( mνi

0.658eV

)( 0.14

Ωmh2

)
(5)

and has a free-streaming scale kfs,i,

kfs,i = 0.113
(mνi

1eV

)1/2
(

Ωmh
2

0.14

5

1 + z

)1/2

Mpc−1 . (6)

Analogously, one can define the corresponding quantities for the combined effect of all species, by using Σ instead

of mνi . Since we will only distinguish between a light and a heavy eigenstate we will have e.g., fν,m, fν,Σ, kfs,m, kfs,Σ

etc., where in the expression for fν,m one should use the mass of the eigenstate (which is the mass of the individual

neutrino, or twice as much depending on the hierarchy) while in kfs,m one should use the mass of the individual

neutrino.

The dependence of P (k) on non-relativistic neutrino species is in Dν(k, z), given by

Dνi(k, z) ∝ (1− fνi)D(z)1−pi (7)

where k � kfs,i(z) and pi = (5 −
√

25− 24fνi)/4. The standard linear growth function D(z) fitting formula is

taken from [67].
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Are neutrinos their own anti-particle?(are they Majorana or Dirac?)

0��� (next generation) 

Yes No

Majorana

Because Dirac  OR

because below threshold (still unknown)?

Normal Degenerate

unknown Dirac

Inverted

�<0.1eV
0.1eV<�<0.15eV 0.15eV<�<0.25eV

Determine �

COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

unknown

�>0.25eV

Figure V. Role of cosmology in determining the nature of neutrino mass. Future neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ) experi-
ments and future cosmological surveys will be highly complementary in addressing the question of whether neutrinos
are Dirac or Majorana particles. Next generation means near future experiments whose goal is to reach a sensitivity
to the neutrinoless double beta decay effective mass of 0.01 eV. We can still find two small windows where this com-
bination of experiments will not be able to give a definite answer, but this region is much reduced by combining 0νββ
and cosmological observations.

In summary there are three qualitatively different regimes in k-space that are introduced by the neutrino mass

splitting

Dν(k, z) = D(k, z) k < kfs,m (8)

Dν(k, z) = (1−fν,m)D(z)(1−pm) kfs,m<k< kfs,Σ (9)

Dν(k, z) = (1− fν,Σ)D(z)(1−pΣ) k > kfs,Σ , (10)

where the subscript m refers to the light neutrino eigenstate and Σ to the sum of all masses.

This description is, however, incomplete: the transitions between the three regimes is done sharply in k while in

reality the change is very smooth. In addition, the individual masses change the details of the matter-radiation

transition which (keeping all other parameters fixed) adds an additional effect at scales k > kfs,Σ.

In order to explore what constraints can be placed on ∆ and Σ for a given survey set-up we can use a Fisher
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matrix approach. The elements of F, the Fisher information matrix [68], are given by

Fθγ = −2

〈
∂2 lnL

∂θ∂γ

〉
(11)

where θ and γ denote cosmological parameters (and the Fisher matrix element’s indices) and L denotes the

likelihood of the data given the model. Marginalised errors on a parameter are computed as σ2(θ) = (F−1)θθ .

We can also calculate expected Bayesian evidence for cosmological parameters using the approach of Ref. [69, 70].

In the case that we are considering we use the formula from [70] for the expectation value of the evidence, in this

case the expected Bayes factor is simply the log of ratio of the Fisher determinants.

Following Ref. [71] the Fisher matrix for the galaxy power spectrum is

Fθγ =
Vs
8π2

∫ 1

−1

dµ

∫ kmax

kmin

k2dkN
∂ lnP (k, µ)

∂θ

∂ lnP (k, µ)

∂γ
(12)

with N = [nP (k, µ)/(nP (k, µ) + 1)]2 and Vs is the volume of the survey. The integration over the projected angle

along the light of sight 1 µ is analytical and the maximum and minimum wavenumbers allowed depend on the

survey characteristics with the constraint that kmax must be in the linear regime. The derivatives are computed

at the fiducial model chosen.

The degeneracies between Σ and ∆ are small, and the very small constraint on Σ results in the constraints being

effectively un-correlated in the Σ-∆ plane. We note that the constraints on ∆ around the IH and NH peaks

are tighter for weak lensing than LSS, this is due to lensing providing constraints on both the geometry and

the growth of structure, which provides a smaller raw constraint and a more orthogonal constraint to the CMB

resulting in smaller errors. Interestingly, even though the weak lensing constraints on ∆ are smaller than for the

power spectrum, the evidence ratio is comparable (see Fig. IV), because, due to the multi-dimensional degeneracy

directions, a naive correspondence between error-bars and evidence is not applicable (it is to a first approximation

the difference between the two error bars that is important).

Note that the evidence calculation explicitly assumes two isolated peaks, and so is only applicable when the fiducial

points are seperated by multiple-sigma. As a result of this, the evidence calculations may be slightly optimisic for

large masses. However, for Σ < 0.2 eV, the χ2 difference between the two minima becomes noticeable as well as

the shift between the location of one of the two minima and the central ∆ value for the oscillations experiments

(which induces an additional χ2 difference). While this information is not fully accounted for in a Bayesian

approach to forecasting the evidence, it may be included at the moment of analyzing the data, using different

approaches such as the likelihood ratio, and may slightly improve the significance for the hierarchy determination.

While we have used the oscillation results to center the Fisher and evidence calculations on the NH and IH,

combining the oscillation experiments constraints will not improve the evidence; in fact, oscillation experiments

1 As it is customary, µ denotes the cosine of the angle with respect to the line of sight.
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give symmetric errors on ∆ (i.e. they do not depend on the sign of ∆). The final scheme is shown in Fig. V which

illustrates how the hierarchy can be determine in future cosmology experiments.

Better perspectives at measuring the neutrino hierarchy from the sky can be attained by exploiting the non-linear

part of the power spectrum of galaxies as was shown by Ref. [72]. Non-linearities enhance the dependence of the

power spectrum on the different neutrino hierarchies, thus making the observational signature more pronounced.

If all other cosmological parameters are known (including the sum of neutrino masses Σ), the two hierarchies can

be distinguished with confidence, as illustrated in Fig. VII as function of the maximum k considered, making

the effect potentially measurable. We have assumed an effective volume of 1 (Gpc/h)3 at z = 0 (red lines) and

10 (Gpc/h)3 at z = 1 (blue lines).2 Whether degeneracies with other cosmological parameters and systematic

effects (galaxy bias, baryonic physics, observational limitations etc.) will cancel the detectability of the effect

remains to be explored.

Cosmology has the potential of determining the neutrino hierarchy in the interesting window Σ >∼ 0.1eV. Signal-

to-noise estimates done using linear theory predictions indicated that if Σ happens to be in the window 0.15eV <

Σ < 0.25eV, cosmology could not help determine the hierarchy and thus the nature of neutrino masses [64],

leaving an important gap in our knowledge of neutrino properties. The fact that non-linearities enhance the effect

compared to the linear prediction, will potentially enable cosmology to determine the hierarchy in a wider Σ range

and possibly close the gap.

As an aside and already noted in Ref. [64], cosmology is more sensitive to |∆| than to its sign: a measurement of

|∆| in agreement with that predicted by oscillations experiments for the measured Σ would provide a convincing

consistency check for the total neutrino mass constraint from cosmology.

4. Using astronomical distances to constraint beyond the stan-
dard model physics

Cosmological observations provide constraints on different distance measures: luminosity distance (as provided

e.g., by supernovae), angular diameter distance (as provided e.g., by baryon acoustic oscillations) and even on the

expansion rate or the Hubble parameter as a function of redshift z. Both luminosity distance and angular diameter

distance are functions of the Hubble parameter. While combining these measurements helps to break parameter

degeneracies and constrain cosmological parameters, comparing them helps to constrain possible deviations from

the assumptions underlying the standard cosmological model (e.g. isotropy), or to directly constrain physics

beyond the standard model of particle physics (e.g. couplings of photons to scalar or pseudo-scalar matter).

The Etherington relation [73] implies that, in a cosmology based on a metric theory of gravity, distance measures

2 These volumes roughly correspond to the volume out to z = 0.5 and between z = 0.5 and z = 1.5 in 1/10 of the
sky respectively in a standard ΛCDM universe.
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Figure VI. Fractional difference in the total matter power spectrum (CDM+baryons+massive neutrinos) of the inverted hierarchy
and normal hierarchy run (the sum of neutrino masses is kept fixed and only the mass splitting is varied). Note that
also in this case, non-linearities enhance the effect on mildly non-linear scales compared to linear theory predictions
(solid lines).

are unique: the luminosity distance is (1+z)2 times the angular diameter distance. This is valid in any cosmological

background where photons travel on null geodesics and where, crucially, photon number is conserved.

There are several scenarios in which the Etherington relation would be violated: for instance we can have deviations

from a metric theory of gravity, photons not traveling along unique null geodesics, variations of fundamental

constants, etc. Here we want to restrict our attention to violations of the Etherington relation arising from the

violation of photon conservation.

A change in the photon flux during propagation towards the Earth will affect the Supernovae (SNe) luminosity

distance measures but not the determinations of the angular diameter distance. Photon conservation can be

violated by simple astrophysical effects or by exotic physics. Amongst the former we find, for instance, attenuation

due to interstellar dust, gas and/or plasmas. Most known sources of attenuation are expected to be clustered

and can be typically constrained down to the 0.1% level [74, 75]. Unclustered sources of attenuation are however

much more difficult to constrain. For example, gray dust [76] has been invoked to explain the observed dimming

of Type Ia Supernovae without resorting to cosmic acceleration.
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Figure VII. Forecast of the number of sigmas separating the two hierarchies for Σ = 0.1eV as a function of the maximum k vector
considered and for two effective volumes –1 and 10 (Gpc/h)3– at z = 0 and z = 1 respectively. It is assumed that all
other cosmological parameters are known. The horizontal dotted line indicates the 3 − σ level.

More exotic sources of photon conservation violation involve a coupling of photons to particles beyond the standard

model of particle physics. Such couplings would mean that, while passing through the intergalactic medium, a

photon could disappear –or even (re)appear!– interacting with such exotic particles, modifying the apparent

luminosity of sources. Here we consider the mixing of photons with scalars, known as axion-like particles, and

the possibility of mini-charged particles which have a tiny, and unquantised electric charge. A recent review [77]

highlights the rich phenomenology of these weakly-interacting-sub-eV-particles (WISPs), whose effects have been

searched for in a number of laboratory experiments and astronomical observations. In particular, the implications

of this particles on the SN luminosity have been described in a number of publications [78–82].

One of the most interesting features of these models is that the exotic opacity involved could in principle “mimic”

the value of a non-zero cosmological constant inferred from SNe measurements. However, this possibility can

already be excluded (at least in the simplest WISP models) by the absence of distortions in the CMB or the

spectra of quasars for axion-like-particles, and by arguments of stellar evolution in the case of mini-charged

particles.
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4.1. Calculating cosmic opacity

In reference [93], the authors use Type Ia SN brightness data (namely the SCP Union 2008 compilation [94]) in

combination with measurements of cosmic expansion H(z) from differential aging of luminous red galaxies (LRGs)

[23, 95] to obtain constraints on non-trivial opacity, at cosmological scales. The basic idea is to study possible

violations from the “Etherington relation” [73], the distance duality between luminosity distance, dL, and angular

diameter distance, dA:

dL(z) = (1 + z)2dA(z) . (13)

This identity depends only on photon number conservation and local Lorentz invariance. It holds for general

metric theories of gravity, where photons travel along unique null geodesics. Since Lorentz violation is strongly

constrained for the low energies corresponding to optical observations [83], the study of possible violations of

Eq. (13) through SN observations directly constrains photon number violation. Any such systematic violations

can then be interpreted as an opacity effect in the observed luminosity distance, parametrised through a generic

opacity parameter, τ(z), as:

d2
L,obs = d2

L,truee
τ(z) . (14)

Note that this “opacity” can have in principle both signs. In other words, this parametrisation also allows for

apparent brightening of light sources, as would be the case, for example, if exotic particles were also emitted from

the source and converted into photons along the line of sight [81]. From Eq. (14) it is clear that the inferred

distance moduli for the observed SNe picks an extra term which is linear in τ(z):

DMobs(z) = DMtrue(z) + 2.5[log e]τ(z) . (15)

On the other hand, one can also use other determinations of distance measures, which are independent of τ , to

constrain possible deviations from Eq. (13). This approach was initiated in reference [92] (see also [84–87] for

related earlier work) where the authors used measurements [88] of the baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) scale

at two redshifts, namely z = 0.20 and z = 0.35, to obtain a parameterization-independent upper-bound for the

difference in opacity between these two redshifts, ∆τ < 0.13 at 95% confidence. In reference [93] this constraint

was improved (and also extended over a wider redshift range, but for a general parameterised form for τ) by

using, instead of measurements of the BAO scale at these two redshifts, measurements of cosmic expansion H(z)

from differential aging of LRGs at redshifts z < 2. This method of distance determination relies on the detailed

shapes of galaxy spectra but not on galaxy luminosities, so it is independent of τ .

In particular, the authors introduced a parameter ε to study deviations from the Etherington relation of the form:

dL(z) = dA(z)(1 + z)2+ε , (16)

and constrained this parameter to be ε = −0.01+0.08
−0.09 at 95% confidence. Restricted to the redshift range 0.2 < z <

0.35, where τ(z) = 2εz +O(εz2), this corresponds to ∆τ < 0.02 at 95% confidence. Below, we will apply similar
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constraints on different parametrisations of τ which correspond to particular models of exotic matter-photon

coupling, namely axion-like particles (ALPs), chameleons, and mini-charged particles (MCPs).

Before moving to these models, we briefly update the above constraint on ε using the latest H(z) data [32], which

include two extra data points at redshifts z = 0.48 and z = 0.9, as well as the latest determination of H0 [89].

Even though the addition of these two extra data points alone significantly improves the constraints of reference

[93], the effect of H0 is also quite significant, because it acts as an overall scale in the distance measures, which is

marginalised over a Gaussian prior, and the measurement error in this determination is about half of that of the

HST Key Project determination [90] used in [93].

Fig. VIII shows the updated constraints obtained using the above data in combination with the SCP Union

2008 Compilation [94] of type Ia Supernova data, compared to the previous constraints of reference [93]. On the

left, the darker blue contours correspond to the (two-parameter) 68% and 95% joint confidence levels obtained

from SN data alone, while lighter blue contours are the corresponding confidence levels for H(z) data. Solid-line

transparent contours are for joint SN+H(z) data. For comparison we also show the previous H(z) and SN+H(z)

contours in dotted and dashed lines respectively. On the right we show one-parameter (marginalized over all other

parameters) constraints on ε, again for the current analysis (solid line) and for that of reference [93] (dotted). For

the reader familiar with Bayesian methods, this plot corresponds to the posterior

P (ε|S,E) =

∫
Ωm

∫
H0

P (Ωm, H0|E)P (ε,Ωm, H0|S) dΩmdH0 , (17)

where P (Ωm, H0|E) and P (ε,Ωm, H0|S) are the posterior probabilities for the corresponding model parameters,

given the H(z) (Expansion) and SN (Supernovae) data respectively. These are given by the likelihoods of the

two data sets in the model parameters, assuming Gaussian errors and using flat priors on all three parameters.

In particular, we have taken ε ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], Ωm ∈ [0, 1] and H0 ∈ [74.2 − 3 × 3.6, 74.2 + 3 × 3.6] (Riess et. al.

[89]), all spaced uniformly over the relevant intervals, in a flat ΛCDM model. Similarly, the solid line transparent

contours on the left plot of Fig. VIII correspond to taking only the integral over H0 in the right hand side of

Eq. (17), yielding, therefore, the two-parameter posterior P (ε,Ωm|S,E).

As seen in Fig. VIII, the improvement in these constraints is significant. The new result on ε, marginalised over

all other parameters, is ε = −0.04+0.08
−0.07 at 95% confidence, which for redshifts between 0.2 and 0.35 (currently

probed by BAO data), corresponds to a transparency (i.e., τ ≥ 0) bound ∆τ < 0.012, a factor of two tighter than

the result in reference [93]3. We now move on to study more general parametrisations of cosmic opacity, tailored

for particular models of exotic matter coupled to photons.

3 Note that the data slightly favour negative ε (thus the much stronger constraint on a positive ∆τ), but only at
< 1-σ level.
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Figure VIII. Updated constraints of reference [93], using H(z) data [32] and the Riess et al. determination of H0 [89] in
combination with the SCP Union 2008 SN Ia compilation. Left: Two-parameter constraints on the ε − Ωm plane.
Darker blue contours correspond to 68% and 95% confidence levels obtained from SN data alone, lighter blue
contours are for H(z) data, and solid line transparent contours are for joint SN+H(z). Previous H(z) and joint
SN+H(z) from [93] are shown in dashed and dotted lines respectively. Right: One-parameter joint constraints
on ε for the current analysis (solid line) and that of reference [93] (dotted line). The dashed line shows the 95%
confidence level, ∆χ2 = 2.

4.2. Axion-like Particles and Chameleons

New scalar or pseudo scalar particles from physics beyond the standard model, here denoted as φ, may couple to

photons through

Lscalar =
1

4M
FµνF

µνφ (18)

and

Lpseudo−scalar =
1

8M
εµνλρF

µνFλρφ (19)

where M is the energy scale of the coupling (another widely used notation is gφγ = 1/M), Fµν the electromagnetic

field strength and εµνλρ the Levi-Civita symbol in four dimensions. Such fields are collectively known as Axion-

Like Particles (ALPs), as a coupling of the form (19) arises for the axion introduced by Peccei and Quinn (PQ)

to solve the strong CP problem [96]. Interestingly, these fields also arise naturally in string theory (for a review

see [97]).

Axions, or axion-like-particles, can arise from field theoretic extensions of the standard model as Goldstone bosons

when a global shift symmetry, present in the high energy sector, is spontaneously broken. In the PQ axion case,

this symmetry is colour anomalous and the explicit breaking makes the axion pick up a small mass. This mass is,

up to a model-independent constant, proportional to the coupling (19). For a generic ALP, however, the mass is

in principle independent of the strength of its coupling, and in particular can be zero if the releted shift symmetry

remains intact. That is, for instance, the case of Arions [98], the orthogonal combination of the PQ axion, if there

are two independent colour anomalous shift symmetries.
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Chameleon scalar fields are another very interesting type of ALPs [99]. They were originally invoked in [100, 101]

to explain the current accelerated expansion of the Universe with a quintessence field which can couple to matter

without giving rise to large fifth forces or unacceptable violations of the weak equivalence principle. The chameleon

achieves this because its mass depends on the local energy density. The environmental dependence of the mass

of the chameleon means that it avoids many of the constraints on the strength of the coupling, which normally

apply to standard scalar and pseudo-scalar fields as they are derived from physics in dense environments. For a

more detailed discussion see [102]. The cosmology of the chameleon was explored in detail in [103], the possibility

of the chameleon coupling to photons was first discussed in [104] and such a coupling was shown to be generic

in [99].

The Lagrangian terms given above mean that ALPs can affect the propagation of photons; in particular, if

photons traverse a magnetic field there is a non-zero probability that they will oscillate into ALPs [105]. Notice

however that only photons polarized perpendicular (parallel) to the magnetic field mix with scalar (pseudo-scalar)

particles. Therefore, the interactions between photons and ALPs in the presence of a magnetic field not only

imply that photon number is not conserved, but can also alter the polarization of the light beam. Both effects

have been exploited in many searches for ALPs both in the laboratory and in astronomical observations, see [77]

for a recent review.

If new particles from physics beyond the standard model couple to photons then the propagation of light may be

altered. We have reviewed two scenarios for exotic particles which can significantly modify the propagation of

photons as they pass through magnetic fields. Measurements of cosmic opacity are a strong tool to constrain such

scenarios, as interactions between photons and exotic particles in the magnetic fields of the intergalactic medium

leads to a new source of cosmic opacity. Uniform deviations from cosmic transparency (i.e. opacity) can be

constrained through their effects on distance duality, by parameterizing possible deviations from the Etherington

relation. The Etherington relation implies that, in a cosmology based on a metric theory of gravity, distance

measures are unique: the luminosity distance is (1 + z)2 times the angular diameter distance. Both luminosity

distance and angular diameter distance depend on the Hubble parameter H(z), but this relation is valid in any

cosmological background where photons travel on null geodesics and where, crucially, photon number is conserved.

We have restricted our attention on violations of the Etherington relation arising from the violation of photon

conservation.

More exotic sources of photon-conservation violation involve a coupling of photons to particles beyond the standard

model of particle physics. We have focused on axion-like particles, new scalar or pseudo scalar fields which couple

to the kinetic terms of photons, and mini-charged particles which are hidden sector particles with a tiny electric

charge. Photons passing through intergalactic magnetic fields may be lost by pair production of light mini-charged

particles. If the mixing between axion-like particles and photons is significant, then interactions in the intergalactic

magnetic fields will also lead to a loss of photons due to conversion into ALPs. However if the coupling between

photons and ALPs is sufficiently strong, one-third of any initial flux will be converted into ALPs, and two-thirds
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Figure IX. Forecast constraints from joint EUCLID (orange scale), shown together with the corresponding constraints from
current data, namely SN (Union08) joint with chronometer H(z) (blue scale). Dark and light contours correspond to
1- and 2-σ respectively. From top left to bottom right: constraints on the opacity parameter ε, parameter P/L for
the simple ALP model of section, parameters A & P/L for chameleons, and parameter κ for MCPs see Ref. [106] for
more details.

into photons, resulting in a redshift-independent dimming of supernovae which we cannot constrain or exclude

with cosmic opacity bounds.

The improved measurement of the cosmic opacity found here leads to improved bounds on these exotic physics

scenarios which are summarised in Fig. IX. Future measurements of baryon acoustic oscillations, and an increase

in the number of observations of high redshift supernovae will lead to further improvements in the constraints on

physics beyond the standard model.
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